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Descriptions and Price List: 

Cardinal Parade 
(seedling x seedling) 

T. 3-4 way branching, 13-20 buds, 29" scape, 6" bloom, Mid, Strong Rebloom, Fertile Both Ways, S-Ev/Dor 

Cardinal Parade just wants to keep marching on -- a true "bud-builder." Just as you think that the last bud of the scape is 
about to bloom, you find that the scape has extended itself and produced even more buds. 

Since 1997 when I first began hybridizing, I've noticed that people who look at the same bloom often see a slightly or even 
drastically different shade of color, causing me to be reluctant to describe flower colors. This red is no different. However, 
what everyone does agree upon about this gorgeous Cardinal Parade is that it clearly has a blue overcast sheen to it, 
sometimes displays a white edge, and that because of its shimmering, veiny surface the darker red eye is indistinct 
without close inspection. 

Cardinal Parade boasts heavy, textured substance in a full, over-lapped, circular form with delicate ruffling. 
$100 I double fan 

Cowboy Dreams 
(Fooled Me x Monterey Jack) 

T. 6-8 way branching, 27-30 buds, 30" scape, 5.5" bloom, Mid, Rebloom, Easily Fertile Both Ways, Dormant 

Some of you may be thinking, "Oh, no' Not another Fooled Me kidl" BUT, Cowboy Dreams being dormant, coupled with 
its high branching and bud count, is well worthy of introduction - I couldn't resist. What's more, this cultivar polytepals as 
well as doubles a fair percentage of the time. Easily fertile both ways, it is easy to work with in hybridizing and has thrown 
some unusual kids. 

Cowboy Dreams is a multiflorous, yellow-gold stunningly set off by its maroon eye and edge. Stitched ruffling occurs on all 
segments but is most prominent on the petals where it extends down into the very heart of the bloom. 

$100 I double fan 

Downtown Cafe 
(Kisses Like Wine x America's Most Wanted) 

T. 3-5 way branching, 16-18 buds, 27" scape 4"-5" bloom, Mid, Rebloom, Fertile Both Ways, S-Ev 

Downtown I's perfect form alone is enough to warrant its introduction; it is full, circular, flat, over-lapped and recurved, so 
much so that often its sepals are barely visible. 

What's more, this light gold self is both an early morning and cold morning opener. It carries heavy substance, is 
multiflorous, and slightly fragrant. 

Downtown I is far and away the "pick of the litter" from this cross. Previously, I have not used this cultivar nearly as much 
as I should have; this year has changed that. 

$80 I double fan 



Gamblin' Man 
(Pure And Simple x Forsyth Catawba) 

T. 3-5 way branch, 12-20 buds, 29"-35" scape, 5.5"-6" bloom, Mid, Strongly Recurrent, Fertile Both Ways, SEv/Dor 

Gamblin' Man has proven to be an attention getter to many of our garden visitors! 

It is a russet-orange bilone with a yellow to green throat and plum eye that is bisected by a light cream mid-rib, set off by 
dramatically lighter colored sepals that also display the cream mid-rib. Lightly diamond dusted, Gamblin' Man boasts 
heavy substance. 

$125/ double fan 

Gracious Prince 
(Thunder And Lightning x Moonlit Masquerade) 

T. 4 way branching, 13-17 buds, 27"-30" scape, 6.5" bloom, Mid, Rebloom, Easily Fertile Both Ways, S-Ev 

Gracious Prince has graced our gardens for ten years now and has proven himself more than worthy. This patterned 
cultivar is a grape-purple with an even darker eye. Dark veining extends throughout the petal surface, bisected by a two
tone midrib. A light, wavy, double edge encircles the petals. 

A tried and true parent, handsome, and multiflorous, Gracious Prince has been used with both full and narrow forms with 
delightful results. 

$80/ double fan 

Juke Box Money 
(Create Your Dream x Classic Edge) 

T. 4-6 way branching, 28-30 buds, 24"-27" scape, 6.5" bloom, Mid, Rebloom, Easily Fertile Both Ways, Dormant 

Juke Box Money has proven itself year after year as an attention getter, a garden performer, as well as a pod and pollen 
parent! 

A patterned, multiflorous cultivar of light cream-lavender-pink with a plum eye and double serrated edge that displays 
some teeth, this daylily is both an early morning and a cold morning opener. Juke Box Money has not only produced 
some fabulous patterned kids, but has passed on to them the emo and cmo traits as well. 

$100/ double fan 

Lemon Intrigue 
(Capture The Magic x seedling) 

T 4-7 way branch, 21-25 buds, 30" scape, 5" bloom, E-Mid, Strongly Recurrent, Easily Fertile Both Ways, S-EvlDor 

Lemon Intrigue shines forth in the garden with blooms of light white-lemon, lightly diamond dusted and infused with an 
ever-so-subtle hint of pink, all in sharp contrast to its olive-green heart. 

Given its outstanding features of being very fertile both ways, its recurrent bloom, and especially its high branch count 
(which has been listed here as averaging 4 - 7 way, but has been as high as 10 way), this cultivar is being used heavily in 
our hybridizing program. Its progeny display heavy substance and, as one might expect, high branching and bud count. 

$100/ double fan 



Mighty Marigold 
(Forsyth Catawba x Spacecoast Krinkles) 

T. 5 way branching, 18 buds, 34"-36" scape, 5.75"-6.75" bloom, E-Mid, Strongly Recurrent, Fertile Both Ways, Dor 

A unique orange-pink blend, a patterned cultivar with a double edge, Mighty Marigold draws many comments from our 
garden visitors. Dark veining extends from the eye onto the petals, their heavy substance sprinkled with a slight diamond 
dusting. 

This is yet another multiflorous bloomer among our 2010 introductions whose initial blooms and some reblooms measure 
up to 6.75" but whose overall bloom size is 5.75". Strongly recurrent, Mighty Marigold will sometimes double on its third or 
fourth set of scapes. 

This cultivar's name derives from some gorgeous orange-pink Marigolds, the seeds of which were hybridized by a student 
at the University of Mexico and were passed on to us by the greenhouse manager of a VA Hospital. 

$125 {double fan 

Pink Mimosa 
(Betty Warren Woods x Splendid Touch) 

T. 3-5 way branching, 18 buds, 32" scape, 6" bloom, Mid, Rebloom, Easily Fertile Both Ways, S-Ev/Dor 

A lovely, light pink with a darker rose-pink halo, Pink Mimosa displays slight diamond dusting across its veined petals 
adorned with gilded edges. Rounding out its portfolio are its heavy substance and its strong rebloom. 

Pink Mimosa has proven to be a great garden performer as both an early morning and cold morning opener, and its pod 
and pollen fertility.
 

Look for one or more of this one's kids among our future introductions!
 
$100 { double fan 

Sandy Roads 
[(2k. America's Most Wanted x Smuggler's Gold) x Spacecoast Krinkles] 

T. 3-6 way branching, 17-24 buds, 29" scape, 5.5" bloom, Mid, Strong Rebloom, Fertile Both Ways, Dormant 

Sandy Roads is a copper-tan bitone whose color progressively intensifies toward the petal edges. On hot days it displays 
as if it were an edge with no eye; cooler days bring out the eye. In addition to the heavy ruffling that extends down into the 
heart, the corduroy ridging and light sculpting of the petals add a truly beautiful dimension to its bloom. Topping off its 
overall charm is light diamond dusting and a delicate fragrance. 

Sandy Roads has been used with excellent results in our edge-no-eye and sculpted program. 
$100/ double fan 

Summer Candy 
(seedling x seedling) 

T. 5-7 way branching, 29 buds, 33" scape, 4.5" bloom, Mid, Strong Rebloom, Easily Fertile Both Ways, S-EvlDor 

A lovely lemon cream, Summer Candy has a slight hint of pink pervading its bloom and is lightly diamond dusted. It is 
veined in yellow and sports a yellow, ruffled edge. Petals will sometimes recurve back and pinch, as seen in this photo. 

An early morning opener, this cultivar sets pods "with the wind," and produces potent pollen. 
$80 / double fan 



Supersonic Blond 
(Smuggler's Gold x Sherry Lane Carr) 

T. 3-5 way branching, 15-25 buds, 29"-32" scape, 5.5"-6" bloom, Mid, Rebloom, Fertile Both Ways, S-Ev/Dor 

A deep, rich, yellow-gold self, Supersonic Blond has a broad, fully-overlapped, circular form with heavy ruffling extending 
down into its green heart. It has very heavy substance creating the look and feel of a wax carving. Uniquely, the buds of 
this cultivar begin to open a full two days ahead of their actually blooming. Initial blossoms are generally a full 6" and after 
that settle down to 5.5" multiflorous blooms. 

Supersonic Blond, lined out in three different locations in our beds, makes its presence known in other ways besides its 
outstanding color -- its fragrance. As garden visitors (even the irrigation system installers) tour the gardens, they invariably 
ask where the fragrance is emanating from, and, of course, it is from Supersonic Blond. 

Not yet used extensively in our hybridizing program, this cultivar will see a lot of "action" come next season. 
$80 I double fan 

Swing Fever 
(White Perfection x Reforma Boulevard) 

T 5-7 way, 20-32 buds, 33" scape, 7.5"-8" bloom, EMid, Strong Recurrent & Rebloom, Fertile Both Ways, S-Ev/Dor 

SWing Fever needs no nametag to identify it since it displays tremendous garden presence, drawing admiration from all of 
our garden visitors. Its initial blossoms measuring a full 8", they then settle down to 7.5". Recurrent scapes once again 
produce more 8" blooms! 

Its flowers burst forth in a lovely shade of rose-lavender with a huge washed eye, and a giant green throat leading to an 
even darker green heart, all set off nicely by its bisecting white midrib. Its satin-like finish is thinly edged with light, stitched 
ruffling on the petals, matching the color of the washed eye. 

SWing Fever is not only multiflorous, but is also one of the strongest rebloomers among our 2010 introductions and is 
producing interestingly distinctive, huge-patterned offspring. 

$150 I double fan 

Entire Spring 2010 Collection 

Purchase the entire collection, a $1320 value, for $1056
 
A savings of $264 or 20%
 

Visit our website at www.daylilymeadows.com to view our introductions, futures, select
 
seedlings, and general catalogue.
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Date: Name: 
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Area Code: Phone: Email Address: 

Shipping· We ship via USPS Priority Mail Desired Ship Date· 

Qty Name of Cultivar May we Unit Total 
substitute? Price Price 

Did you indicate above that we may substitute? SUBTOTAL: 
If so, list your choices of substitute plants below. NC clients, 8% sales tax: 

SHIPPING $15 + $1 per plant: 

Over Night Mail Add $20: 

GRAND TOTAL: 
(All orices are US funds onIv. 

Make check or money order payable to "Paul Foster" 
in the amount of the GRAND TOTAL, print out the form and mail it with payment to the above address. 
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